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+ Installing 
- Carefully fit new connection 

board such that its contacts 
engage properly in switch 
connections in seat side panel. 

Removing and installing switch unit 
without wiring harness 
+Removing 

- Move seat to lowest position. 
- Remove seat = > Page 72-

- Remove seat side panel on sill 
side = > Page 72-

- Release bolts -2- (4x) at plas
tic cover -1- over connection 
board -3-. 

- Remove plastic cover -1-. 
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- Release bolt -4-. 
- Carefully detach connection 

board. 
- Disconnect the wiring harness 

from the connection board and 
install the new connection 
board = > Fig. 1 

4- Bolt (1x) 
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Fig.1 Disconnecting wiring harness from connection board and in
stalling new connection board 

- Use side-cutting pliers to cut off the wiring harness -2- approx. 
6 em (-A-) past the end of the insulation -1-. 

- Strip the insulation from the ends of the wires and attach the 
wiring connectors contained in the repair kit. Use the wiring 
harness repair kit VAS 1978 for this purpose. 

- Install the connectors -2- from the repair kit. 

- Install the new connection board -1- with the appropriate 
switch (depending on colour; supplied with the repair kit). 
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- Install the cover -1-. 
- Clamp the connector -3- between switch unit and panel. 

- Clamp the wiring harness -2- into the groove on the switch 
unit. 
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Removing and installing fitting 
panels 

1 - Fitting panels 
+Removing 

Note: 

- Remove seat = > Page 72-

- Detach plastic lever for back
rest release -8- in direction of 
arrow -A- using taped pliers. 

The plastic tabs -6- on the fitting 
panel break off easily. If they are 
damaged during removal, the fitting 
panel must be replaced. 

- Remove fitting panel -1-
downwards so that pin -4- and 
tabs -5- disengage from its 
locking tabs -6- and -7-. 

- Remove fitting panel -1- to
wards outside. 
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+ Installing 
- Push the fitting edge -2- on 

the side of the side airbag 
module underneath the side 
airbag module -direction of ar
row B-. 

- Push on fitting panel -1- in a 
straight line so that pin -4- and 
tabs -5- disengage from its 
locking tabs -6- and -7-. 

2 - Fitting edge 
+ Only on side of side airbag 

module 

3 -Backrest 

4- Pin 

5- Clips 

6 - Catch for pin 
or commercial purposes, in part or in whole, is not 
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8 - Backrest release lever 
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